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The cute apartment. These modern two-room-kitchen-sew-and-dine apartments are getting smaller and cuter by the minute. Cute brides and grooms furnish them in the street were unimaginable, with girl shop models, stenographic courses in the defunct, and permanent stores make lovely small secretarial desks that are really radial diaphragms. This living room, with its cottage-styled fireplace and medieval-chef, and the bride will tell you: "Curts and I think it is really quite cute!"

The cute radio broadcast. "Now folks, at the close of this broadcast offered by the Alphonse Spaghetti Ranch, courtesy station GYTV, Carola G. Whitney announcing, I hope when I say 'good night', all you will answer 'good night, Carola,' and even though I can't hear you, I will feel as if I know each and every one of you. We have enjoyed the Alphonse hour; will I hope write me a cute little one telling of your enjoyment. This is Carola G. Whitney announcing, Good night, all!"

The cute restaurant. "The bone pot pie is one, all we got left in the meatless park on town. The cure the towns an the fur food there will be, as those two lovely ladies, who had heard that Rose Milligan, Halford's Elite Ocean Terrace, was as cute and quaint as any place in town, are discovering to their sorrow.

The cute newsies. News ral fans vastly love that portion of the world's atrocities which stains a dancing class practicing on the roof of a tall building, with all the girls being as cute as cute can be. (This class is composed of society girls—each wears an "O" for "Society" on her uniform—who are studying tap dancing.)

The cute up doctor. This doctor is being right cute to good nurse Connelly this am, telling her he's going to discharge her and one thing and another. Nurse Connelly will tell her friends that the doctor is an awful cute old thing, which is high praise from a graduate nurse.

"Some fun, hey, kid?" says the modern girl, being just as cute in her 1930 way as the sweet young thing of 1911 was when she made fevers pop through her fingers at her swoon. O, well, other times, other customs.

"Cute and Slap" has taken place of the old "Sweat and Tears" of grandma's day. This quartet of ruggabees belongs to an landslide collection of frozen expressions, to be specified—and they are being very popular for the benefit of a tabloid photographer.

"Nothing is cuter than a plump girl in pink flowered chintz overalls, walking along a garden path."

The cute suburb. Like everything else, suburbia has gone cute within the past five years, and every one home with hardly any friction to speak of go to for smug formal dinners, weather stairs, and stepping stones. This is the one place where the people who dwell in them look as cute as can be in the suburbs homes.